
 
 

Just A Simple Click to Promote Your Company! Find Out Our Personalised Lanyards with Safety Buckle 

If you are organising a convention or preparing to attend a fair, you will definitely have to make personalised 

badges or promotional badge holders for each member of your staff. In the latter case, you can get the most 

out of your presence at the event by printing some personalised lanyards. These corporate gifts will 

amazingly spread your logo, besides making your employees easy to recognise. 

Given their usefulness as promotional office supplies, printed lanyards are available in various versions, so 

as to meet all tastes and needs. Each model has distinctive elements, as in the case of custom lanyards plus 

telescopic badge holder. By choosing one 

of the special versions, you can offer your 

team exceptional corporate gifts. These will 

not only prove to be essential for their 

activity but will make it as comfortable as 

possible as well. 

So, depending on the needs you want to 

meet, you can find the best personalised 

lanyards for your event or daily activity. 

Several companies that work in contact 

with the public need to establish a clear and 

open communication with the customer. 

Promotional products help a lot in this, 

and custom badge holders are the first 

choice. If you care a lot about practicality, personalised lanyards with safety buckle may be the best 

corporate gifts for you. 

Personalised Lanyards with Safety Buckle: Promotional Products with Unparalleled Comfort 

Among the various custom badge lanyards, some models have a safety buckle with which to close or open 

them extremely practically. These are undoubtedly the most comfortable ones to wear. A simple click will be 

enough to secure the ends behind the neck and show up wearing your own personalised lanyard. Similarly, 

it will be sufficient to detach the buckle to remove the lanyard if necessary. 

This means that every member of your team will be able to take it off when they need it in no time. Your 

staff will surely appreciate such practicality. Everyone will see in your personalised lanyards with safety 

buckle your commitment to make the work activity as linear as possible. Moreover, personalised lanyards 

that come with a safety buckle are high-impact promotional products. Simply worn during the day in the 

office, at the congress entrance or at the exhibition stand, they will show any visitor your logo, name and 

any print you have imprinted on their customisable surface. 

Move Fast and Fluidly: Make Your Team Work More Practical Thanks to Custom Lanyards with Safety Buckle 

During breaks as well as when your shift is over, being able to remove your custom lanyards thanks to a 

simple and fast move can be a real relief. Nowadays we are all in a frenzy and the small comforts that allow 

us to move faster are very welcome. Personalised lanyards that have a safety buckle can save us time. 

They will soon become the most loved corporate gifts by your employees. 

https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/pins-badges
https://www.higift.eu/textile-fashion/pins-badges
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/custom-badge-holders
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders
https://www.higift.eu/office-business
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/custom-lanyards-with-telescopic-pass-holder
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/custom-lanyards-with-telescopic-pass-holder
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/personalised-badge-lanyards


 
 

Moreover, printed lanyards with safety buckle prove to be a great ally in crowded places. Imagine a 

convention or fair that lasts all day and that provides for your employees to work in shifts. Whoever is on 

break can remove their custom lanyard without sticking out thanks to the safety buckle. These small details 

do not only characterise your corporate gifts as comfortable. In addition to that, they will show your company 

as meticulous and ready to offer the best not only to its customers, but to its employees as well.  

This is really important. Creating a strong bond with your team members of course has positive 

repercussions on their work. For instance, every employee will naturally be more motivated and willing to 

commit to achieving business goals. Besides that, however, customers too seem to be more enticed to rely 

on brands that guarantee workers a smooth work activity and which try to meet their needs. For this reason, 

using practical corporate gifts such as 

custom lanyards plus safety buckle can 

help present your business as attentive to 

the needs of your employees and attract 

more customers as a consequence.  

Guaranteed Advertising Effect: Printed 

Lanyards with Safety Buckle as Promotional 

Products 

Wearing custom lanyards plus safety 

buckle does not only mean benefiting 

from these corporate gifts, which are 

designed to facilitate work. On the 

contrary, each employee wearing your 

custom lanyards will act as a brand sponsor. Thanks to the logo printed on the surface of your promotional 

products, you can spread the corporate image to a large audience. 

Any customer who takes advantage of the services offered by your business can notice your name imprinted 

on your custom lanyards with safety buckle throughout the negotiation. This means that creating a print 

that attracts attention and manages to impress yourself in the customer's memory is very important. To this 

end, you should choose colours, shapes and fonts that reflect your company's identity. In this way your 

personalised lanyards that have a safety buckle will leave a memory of your brand to customers and 

visitors. 

Things do not change for fairs, congresses and festivals, where personalised lanyards are cannot-do-without 

corporate gifts. In these contexts, visitors will probably linger on your printed lanyards that come with a 

safety buckle during breaks or while they move from one stand to another. Even when they are attending 

a conference can they glimpse at your promotional products and notice your logo. In any case, here too 

customisation plays a crucial role in how effective your printed lanyards are from the advertising perspective. 

This means that your prints will have to convey the image of your brand at first glance. 

Not Just Simple Custom Lanyards with Safety Buckle: The Models with Different Extras 

We have said that customisation is key when it comes to the promotional effect of printed lanyards with 

safety buckle or clasp. Choosing the model, on the other hand, affects the relationship that your 

promotional products will be able to create with whoever uses them. In particular, in our catalogue there 

are personalised lanyards characterised by other extras besides the buckle. Obviously, the more details your 

promotional products and corporate gifts have, the greater the comfort you will offer to your team. 



 
 

Among the various options, you can choose: 

• Custom lanyards plus detachable 

clip. These promotional products 

have a double functionality. Your 

employees will be able to unhook 

the end of the lanyard and use it as 

a keyring or badge holder by itself. 

The advertising impact will be 

twofold, because your team 

members will have lanyards along 

with personalised keyrings; 

• Printed lanyards with double snap 

hook. These corporate gifts are 

ideal for those who have to carry 

two items always with them – for 

instance, a badge or a key holder. Besides, since these custom lanyards come with a safety buckle 

as well, they can turn into two keyrings or two badge holders when detached. Even in this case, 

the two resulting parts can be used separately and work as promotional products each; 

• Personalised lanyards with phone holder. Such corporate gifts are perhaps the most versatile 

models, as they are not only useful for the team, but perfect as promotional products for 

customers as well. Anyone will find it convenient to use them, both during work and in their free 

time. 

On our site you will also find eco-friendly custom lanyards that can be closed thanks to the safety buckle. 

This is without a shadow of doubt an excellent way to combine the environmentalist spirit of your company 

with the usefulness of these corporate gifts. Whether you have selected eco-friendly models, custom 

lanyards with a thousand extras or simpler options, personalised lanyards with safety buckle prove to be 

incredibly effective when used as promotional products and corporate gifts. Their practicality will impress 

employees, while the customisation applied will intrigue both customers and visitors. 

https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/custom-lanyards-with-detachable-clip
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/custom-lanyards-with-detachable-clip
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/custom-lanyards-with-double-snap-hook
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/custom-lanyards-with-double-snap-hook
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/personalised-lanyards-with-phone-holder
https://www.higift.eu/office-business/lanyards-pass-holders/personalised-ecological-lanyards

